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Sù Wèn 素 問  11 
 

五 藏 別 論 篇 第 十 一  
Another Treatise on the Five Zàng Organs 

 
Note: This translation is simple and straightforward, and as literal as possible. Notes are 
kept to a minimum - you can find explanations in other published translations. My 
intention was to guide readers back to the original source, to facilitate a reading of the 
original with the help of plain English, not to produce a smooth, self-explanatory English 
text. For translations of much of Wáng Bīng's commentary, see Unschuld's translation. 
The current file is a work in progress, so please do not copy or share without asking me 
first. 
 
Line One 
（一）  黃帝問曰：余聞方士或以腦髓為藏，或以腸胃為藏，或以為府。 
（二）敢問更相反，皆自謂是，不知其道，願聞其說。 
1) Huáng Dì asked: “I have heard that among the fāng shì (“masters of recipes”) some 
consider the brain and marrow a zàng organ, and some consider the intestines and 
stomach a zàng organ, and some consider them a fǔ organ.  
2) May I humbly inquire about these [theories] being mutually contradictory yet each 
asserted to be the truth by their proponents? I do not know their reasoning and would like 
to hear their explanations.” 
 
Line Two 
（一）岐伯對曰：腦、髓、骨、脈、膽、女子胞，此六者地氣之所生也；皆藏於陰
而象於地，故藏而不瀉，名曰奇恆之府。 
（二）夫胃、大腸、小腸、三焦、膀胱，此五者，天氣之所生也；其氣象天，故瀉
而不藏，此受五藏濁氣，名曰傳化之府。此不能久留，輸瀉者也。 
（三）魄門亦為五藏使，水谷不得久藏。 
（四）所謂五藏者，藏精氣而不瀉也，故滿而不能實；六府者，傳化物而不藏，故
實而不能滿也。 
（五）所以然者，水谷入口，則胃實而腸虛；食下，則腸實而胃虛。 
（六）故曰：實而不滿，滿而不實也。 
1) Qí Bó replied: “ The brain, the marrow, the bones, the vessels, the gallbladder, and 
women’s uterus, these six are generated from the qì of earth. In all of these, their storage 
[function] is associated with yīn and they have an affinity with the earth. Therefore they 
store and do not drain, and they are called the extraordinary fǔ organs. 
2) Now the stomach, large intestine, small intestine, triple burner, and urinary bladder, 
these five are generated from the qì of heaven. Their qì has an affinity with heaven, and 
therefore they drain and do not store. These [organs] receive the turbid qì of the five zàng 
organs and are called the fǔ organs of conveyance and transformation. This means that 
they are [organs that are] unable to retain [substances] for a long time [but are in charge 
of] conveyance and draining. 
3) The “gate of the pò soul” (i.e., the anus) is also at the service of the five zàng organs, 
and water and grain cannot be stored there for a long time. 
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4) The so-called five zàng organs store essence and qì and do not drain. Therefore they 
are full but cannot be replete. The six fǔ organs convey and transport substances but do 
not store them. Therefore they are replete but cannot be full. 
5) The reason for this is that after water and grains enter through the mouth, the stomach 
is replete and the intestines are vacuous. After the food has descended, the intestines are 
replete and the stomach is vacuous. 
6) Therefore people say, ‘replete and not full, full and not replete.’” 
 
Line Three 
（一）帝曰：氣口何以獨為五藏主？ 
（二）岐伯曰：胃者，水穀之海，六府之大源也。 
（三）五味入口，藏於胃，以養五藏氣，氣口亦太陰也。 
（四）是以五藏六府之氣味，皆出於胃，變見於氣口。 
（五）故五氣入鼻，藏於心肺，心肺有病，而鼻為之不利也。 
1) The Emperor said: “Why is it that qìkǒu (lit. “mouth of qì,” this is an alternate name 
for cùnkǒu 寸口, the main place for taking the pulse) on its own serves as indicator of 
[the pulse/flow of qì] for the five zàng organs?” 
2) Qí Bó said: “As for the stomach, it is the sea of water and grain and the great source of 
the six fǔ organs. 
3) The five flavors enter through the mouth and are stored in the stomach, to nourish the 
qì of the five zàng organs. Qìkǒu is also [an aspect of] tàiyīn. 
4) For this reason the qì flavor of the five zàng and six fǔ organs always comes out of the 
stomach and transforms to become tangible at qìkǒu. 
5) Hence the five qì enter the nose and are stored in the heart and lung. When the heart 
and lung are diseased, the disease is inhibited as a result of this. 
 
Line Four 
（一）凡治病必察其下，適其脈，觀其志意，與其病也。 
（二）拘於鬼神者，不可與言至德。惡於針石者，不可與言至巧。 
（三）病不許治者，病必不治，治之無功矣。 
1) Whenever we treat disease, we must examine the [substances] eliminated (literally, 
“what is being moved down and out,” or in other words, the patient’s patterns of 
urination and defecation) by the patient, evaluate the patient’s pulse, and observe the 
patient’s will and intention (zhì yì), to interfere (note: in most commentaries, this phrase 
is interpreted as “investigate his symptoms”) in the patient’s disease [process]. 
2) A person who is seized by demons and spirits cannot be engaged in a conversation 
about the highest level of virtue. A person who loathes needles and lancing stones cannot 
be engaged in a conversation about the highest level of skill. 
3) Regarding a person with a disease that does not allow treatment (OR in the more 
standard reading: A patient who does not permit treatment…), the disease will invariably 
prove untreatable. Treating it is pointless! 
 


